Install the S66 block onto the S89-type bracket.

Route the horizontal, or backbone cables inside the S89 bracket and feed the cables out either the right or the left side of the bracket as needed.

Terminate each conductor using an S814 impact tool or equivalent.

Route each pair through the same slot in the fanning strip in its mated state. Separate the conductors of each pair inside the fanning strip and place in the appropriate quick clips. Pair twist must be maintained to within .05 in. of the point of termination for category 5e installations. Check the conductor sequence at this point and correct any miswires or reversals.

Strip back only as much cable jacket as is necessary to terminate the conductors. Note: Common practice prior to the emergence of category 5/5e cable was to strip back the cable jacket to the side of the block so that no jacket was visible. This practice is not recommended when installing systems where category 5 performance is required. The cable jacket should be left on the cable as close to point of termination as possible.

Mount an S89-type bracket firmly on a properly prepared plywood wall using two wood screws; or alternately mount on a Siemon cross-connect frame.

Label each block on the fanning strip, designation strips, or cover as appropriate.

Cross-connect wires should be installed through the same slot in the fanning strip as the horizontal or backbone cable pairs.

Route each pair through the same slot in the fanning strip in its mated state. Separate the conductors of each pair inside the fanning strip and place in the appropriate quick clips. Pair twist must be maintained to within .05 in. of the point of termination for category 5e installations. Check the conductor sequence at this point and correct any miswires or reversals.

Terminate each conductor using an S814 impact tool or equivalent. Note: It is important to keep the S814 tool perpendicular to the block when terminating the conductors. Twisting of the S814 tool while terminating can result in bent pins and subsequent damage to the S66 block.

Cross-connect wires should be installed through the same slot in the fanning strip as the horizontal or backbone cable pairs.

Label each block on the fanning strip, designation strips, or cover as appropriate.
To assist safe installations, comply with the following:
A. Use caution when installing or modifying telecommunications circuits.
B. Never touch uninsulated wire terminals unless the circuit has been disconnected.
C. Never install this device in a wet location.
D. Never install wiring during a lightning storm.

Lors de l’installation, respectez les consignes de sécuritésuivantes:
A. Utiliser avec prudence lors de l’installation ou de la modification circuits de télécommunications.
B. Ne jamais toucher les bornes de fil métallique non isolés sauf si le circuit a été débranché.
C. Ne jamais installer cet appareil dans un endroit humide.
D. Ne jamais installer pendant un orage.
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